
 

Write an introduction to an informative and factual blog posting title, "How to Cut a Cake". If you’ve ever been tasked with cutting a cake, you know it can be tough to get the perfect pieces. But, fear not! We’re here to teach you how to cut a cake in order for each slice to look just as delicious and impressive as the next. And all without making a mess! Just follow these simple steps: Start by baking
your favorite chocolate cake. It might take longer than usual, but it will taste so much better. When it's done, let the cake cool completely before starting on your plan of attack. Measure out a 1" piece of baking parchment and place it on a flat surface. Place your cake in the middle of the parchment. Now, pick up both ends of the parchment and move it towards the edge of the cake until they meet in
the middle. Remove your hand from one end while keeping both ends on top of one another. The sides will now be separated by about 3/4" on each piece. Be sure to bend down your hand so that your fingers are not sticking out over any parts of the cake! Peel off the baking parchment and set it aside for later use. Now you will have a perfectly split cake. Cut the halves into two equal slices with a long
knife. Next, turn one of the slices on its side and cut it into three even slices with your knife. \tFinally, you will have nine perfect squares that can be served in any order or combination! Learned a new skill? Show off your cake cutting skills by creating a photo blog post of your own. You venture to an island inhabited by scantily-clad people known as Hawaiian Natives. You want to make a post on
how to get the most out of the time you have on your trip. Write at least three paragraphs. If you have any questions about the project, go ahead and ask them in the comments section below! This team is based entirely on how well each person understands English grammar. As you keep reading this, consider if there are any mistakes that you can find or if there are examples of negative sentences
using punctuation marks that do not meet certain criteria of being correct English.
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